In the theory of nonlinear oscillations and waves with dissipation and dispersion of the medium, it is applied the two-dimensional Korteweg -de Vries equation. In this paper a generalized nonlinear partial differential equation of third order with a cubic stream function is considered. The exact analytical solutions of two-dimensional Korteweg -de Vries equation and Kadomtsev -Petviashvili equation are obtained. The graphs effect of non-linear parameters of medium to the maximum amplitude of the waves is presented.
Introduction
The two-dimensional differential equation of Korteweg -de Vries and equation of Kadomtsev -Petviashvili represent mathematical model for the description of nonlinear wave processes with dispersion and dissipation. In the present paper a model of nonlinear weak stationary traveling wave in the viscous medium is considered. The nonlinear solitary waves known as solitons in the interaction keep their shape without breaking.
In the investigation of nonlinear differential equations in partial derivatives [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] have applied various analytical and numerical methods: the method of averaging, the method of small parameter, the perturbation methods, the method of separation of variables, the linearization method, the method of the stretched coordinates, the method of composite expansions, grid methods -the method of finite differences and finite elements method [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] . For the classical Kortewegde Vries equation analytic solution is constructed using the method of inverse problem of scattering. The articles [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] investigate the cases where the traveling wave for the Korteweg -de Vries equation exists and it is stable. Unlike other works we consider the two-dimensional Korteweg -de Vries equation with a cubic function of stream. The differential equation is a mathematical model for the description of nonlinear phenomena in dissipative media with dispersion.
Solution of nonlinear equation of Korteweg -de Vries
The mathematical model is presented by two-dimensional nonlinear differential equation of Korteweg -de Vries. 3 2
The unknown function 1 2 ( , , ) u t x x is depends on three variables.
The stream function is represented by the cubic form:
By substituting the cubic form in the equation (1) we write the equation:
We introduce a new variable:
The equation (2) with new variable can be written as:
The solution we will find in the form of hyperbolic function:
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We is substituted the form (5) into the equation (4) ( 2 ) tanh ( ) ) 2 sinh(3 )sech ( ) sech ( )( ( 2 ) 
The equation (6) is converted to the form ( )
From the transformed equation (7) we get the system for determining the unknown coefficients: , , α β ω . 
For the case ( )
we obtain the coefficients:
( ) 
The figure 1 shows the graph of solution of the equation with following parameters: 
The figure 2 shows graphs of the maximum amplitude of wave from the nonlinear parameters. With increasing parameter h and decreasing the parameter d the amplitude of wave increases.
Fig.2 The dependence of the maximum amplitude by parameters
The graphs show that the amplitude is tends to zero and the wave is destroyed in cases of the following values: 4, 2 a f = = − From the solution (9) are obtained the ratio of the parameters for which the wave is destroyed. 
To determine the constants 1 2 3 , , k k k in the solution (9), we use the conditions the initial boundary problem:
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By substituting conditions in the form of the solution (9) we obtain the system for determine the constants: 1  3   3  2  2  3  4  1  3  3  1  3   3  2  2  3  4  2  3  3  2 
The particular case of two-dimensional Korteweg -de Vries equation is equation of Kadomtsev -Petviashvili. The equation of Kadomtsev -Petviashvili can be written as:
The properties of the equation (10) depend on the dispersion of medium, which is determined by the parameterγ .
The solution we will find in the form of a hyperbolic function: 
Let us transform equation (12) to the exponential form: 
From the equation (13) we obtain a system for determining the unknown parameters: 
From the system (14) we defined the required parameters ( )
By substituting the parameters in the form of (11) 
where k -constants are determined from the initial and boundary conditions The form (15) shows the quadratic dependence of the solution on the parameter of the dispersion -γ . Figure 3 shows the graph of the solution of Kadomtsev -Petviashvili with parameter 3 γ =
The graph shows the form of the nonlinear traveling wave. 
Conclusion
The two-dimensional nonlinear differential equation of the Korteweg-de Vries with a cubic function of stream is considered. The generalized equation is the mathematical model for the description of wave processes in a medium with dissipation and dispersion in the theory of nonlinear oscillations and waves. The model is describes the nonlinear stationary weak traveling waves in the viscous environment. In this article we obtained the exact analytic solution and graphs of influence the nonlinear parameters of medium to the amplitude of waves.
